PROTOCOL DECISION
On Implementation of Reconstruction Project for Sewage Facilities in Dubossary and Collector Array in Kriulyany

Kiev, November 26, 2013

In the course of the meeting of the “Permanent Conference on Political Issues in the Framework of the Negotiating Process for Pridnestrovian Settlement”, political representatives of Pridnestrovie and the Republic of Moldova discussed issues relating with reconstruction of sewage facilities in Dubossary and collector array in Kriulyany.

Striving for improvement of the living conditions of the population on both banks of the river Dniester,

Recognizing the need to prevent the discharge of untreated sewage and to prevent pollution of water resources and ecosystem of the river Dniester,

Stating that the above objects are in poor technical condition and do not meet modern requirements and practices in the field of wastewater treatment,

Political representatives came to the following arrangements:

- the Sides agreed the necessity to carry out measures on reconstruction of sewage facilities in Dubossary and collector array in Kriulyany;
- the Sides welcome willingness of the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany to finance a feasibility study for the project;
- the Sides shall hold consultations with representatives of the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany to determine the foreign contractor who will carry out technological and expert support to the project;
- the Sides shall attract resources of local economic entities to the implementation of the project;
- the Sides shall provide the necessary organizational and technical support while planning, coordinating activity of authorized structures of the Sides in the catchment area;
- the Sides shall agree with the Joint Control Commission all activities planned in the framework of this project.
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